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Hello,
Recently I bought a low noise amplifier from SSB-Electronic. It was a used part and thus I cannot judge whether
the device was damaged. Enclosed please find my analysis. I decided to send it back to the seller as the
performance was not at all what I expected.
Here are some pictures of the device. Visually it seemed to be ok.
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Interesting there are two amplifiers stacked on top of each other and thus connected in parallel.
Here is the schematic I extracted based on the LNA I had acquired:
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Here is the original documentation of the LNA:
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Here is the measurement of the gain of the LNA. The measurement range was from 50 MHz to 3 GHz which is
the specified range of the device. The vertical axis was 10db/division. The yellow line is the reference line
without LNA, The purple line is the measurement including the LNA. The gain is the difference between both
lines.

As can be seen the LNA hardly achieves the specified gain of 13dB and the gain flatness is very poor. Actually
the gain drops below 0dB in the specified frequency range.
Later I received measured data from another radio amateur. His measurements were made with about 30-40 feet
of LMR400 cable. In the second column you see the measurement result. In the third column you see the
corrected value assuming a cable length of 25 feet.
Frequency /MHz
100
300
500
1000
2000
3000

Gain uncorrected /dB
14.2
14.6
12.5
10.4
4.6
0

Gain corrected /dB
14.5
15.2
13.2
11.4
6.1
1.9

Comparing this data still makes me wonder whether my device was really damaged. The gain roll-off starting
already at 500 MHz and a gain of only 6dB at 2 GHz is not what I would have expected. Thanks to Bob for
providing his measurement results. More results are appreciated.
Please send your feedback it to the Email address below.
Best regards
Matthias

DD1US

Email: DD1US@AMSAT.ORG
Homepage: http://www.dd1us.de
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